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Abstract

TAO-2 is a computer system designed by CEA/DTA/UR for the remote control of nuclear
servicing servomanipulators. It results from several years of research which have led to the current
availability ot an industrial product featuring highly advanced performances. For undersea
applications, a development has also been carried out with CYBERNETIX for controlling the new
hydraulic arm built by this company.

An integral element of TAO-2 is the SPARTE language which deals with off-line task
programming and focuses on combined manual, automatic and mixed control modes. Additionally,
it takes into account the on-line part of the human operator relative to adjustment, monitoring and
incident recovery. Other promising features are hybrid control specification, mechanismçs for the
management oi external events and "learning by touching" capabilities.

The present paper describes the basic principles of TAO-2. It first recalls the fundamentals
of Computer Aided Teleoperation (CAT). The functional and hardware architectures which
implement the TAO-2 CAT concepts are then outlined. The next parts emphasize the original
characteristics of the SPARTE control and programming language. The paper ends with a brief
presentation of our approach for CAT symbolic control.

1. Introduction: Computer Aided Teleoperation (CAT)

Bilateral u.e. master-slave) servomanipulators classically define a fixed functional
relationship between, on the one hand, operative and sensory units in the workspace, and, on the
other hand, control and restitution devices at the operator ior master) station. Some years ago.
studies initiated by A. K. Bejczy at JPL [Bejczy 1985]. T. B. Sheridan at MIT [Sheridan 1984] and
continued in the frame of the French ARA project [Espiau I0So: .André 1987]. have led to breaking
this rigid symetry by interposing a computer between master and slave system components. In
particular, this Computer Aided approach of Teleoperation allows the association of kinematically
dissimilar master and slave manipulators fBejczy 19Sl]. as '-voil as a programmable coupling' oi
these arms (Generalized Master Slave Control [Fournier 1^85)).

The computer may actually attach an individual command generator to each configuration
variables ot the slave system functional space. Possible command generators are:

the human operator (handling !he master arm);
the exteroceptive sensors located inside the workspace (through some closed-loop
<ensor-reterenced control algorithms [Espiau 198 Ip:
an environment data base which, relying upon a simulation fed by propnoceptive informations,
j.m prmide the same outputs as exterocepuve sensors [André 1986];
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various programmed modules able to generate trajectory models and either position or
force/torque constraints.

Conversely, master DOFs can be individually servoed using the same command generators (except,
of course, for the human operator whose part is symetricaliy performed by the reactive forces
applied on the slave arm by the environment).

Generalized Master Slave Control has been detailed in several past publications [Vertut
1983: Fournier 1987]. We only describe here a significant set of CAT functions which are
implemented on the TAO-2 teleoperation system:

Geometrical scaUing which amplifies cr reduces the master arm displacements in order to ease
the execution of large or fine movements on the slave manipulator.

Position indexing which allows the operaior to keep his hand in a comfortable volume
irrespective of the slave arm configuration.

Force scalling to decrease physical stress or increase force feedback sensation.

Force indexing (weight suppression) used to counterbalance the constant force feedback induced
by a grasped load.

DOF locking where the computer applies geometrical constraints upon the slave arm motions
and, for instance, holds the end-effector in a straight line or in a plane. Such a function is very
efficient tor tool operations as drilling or grinding.

Sensor-referenced modes which may follow either a fully automatic, an hybrid (slave DOFs
are shared between manual and sensor control) or a reflex pattern of man-machine interaction.
Within the latter, some master DOFs are servoed from slave sensors and provide the operator
with a sensation of attraction toward a target or repulsion relatively to an obstacle (this has
been sometimes described as "remote touch'"». In this way. the operator is guided by the
computer while keeping full control of the slave manipulator. Sensor modes have been
successfully used for various applications as collision avoidance, surface following and
automatic grasping.

Robonc modes as automatic position-controlled or hybrid force/position-controlled motions.

Another interesting aspect of CAT concerns the specification of the slave functional space
mentioned above. As a matter of fact, it may be defined with respect to a reference frame linked
either iiï to the slave arm structure, or iin 10 the environment, provided that the motions of the arm
base can be measured (the latter is especially worthwhile when the slave arm is mounted on a
vehicle or a non-rigid carrier [Fournier 198511. The definition of this functional space may also
take into account the camera positions inside ihe slave universe in order to restitute the besi
possible correspondance between the motions controlled by the operator and his visual feedback.

CAT control thus allows the human operator to dynamically select the conliguration ol
his teleoperation system and get the most appropriate perception-acnon loop dcci-rding to the
considered sub-task. The global control process must then be splitted into 2 parts: symbolic control
which features asynchronous commands and feedbacks related to the management of the various
machine configurations, and analog control which is characterized by the continuous or sampled
signals involved in the manual, semi-automatic or automatic task performing.

2. The TAO-2 architecture

The TAO-2 CAT system has been operated at DTA/L'R since 1989 iTAO is the French
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acronym for CAT). Its computer architecture was designed in order to match 2 main requirements
closely related with bilateral control: (i) the respect of real-time constraints (control cycles in excess
of 10 ms were shown to jeopardize the loop stability), and (ii) me flexibility of the whole system
which must allow:

to change or to add some computer (or mechanical) component without having to extensively
modify the existing structure;
to support various resource distributions between the hostile environment (embarked
equipments) and the remote control station.

In its current state, TAO-2 consists in (figure 1):

a couple of MA-23M master-stave dextrous servo-manipulators [Vertut 1984] (since mid-
1990, a second TAO-2 testbed is utilized with a RD-500 slave arm [Clément 1989] coupled
with a MA-23 master);

the Master and Slave Arm Controllers in charge of joint servoing, coordinate transforms (direct
and inverse» and local safety: more recently, the so-called Environment Controller was added
in order to process the outputs of the exteroceptive sensors:

the CAT Executive composed of 3 software layers:
the Synchronous Layer implements the master-slave coupling algorithms and detects some
external events which surveillance is required at a higher level;
the Asynchronous Layer manages the transitions between successive coupling algorithms
and processes the detected events;
the Sequencing Layer is actually the interpreter of the TAO-2 command language called
SPARTE;

the SPARTE Operator Interface dedicated to the edition and loading of SPARTE programs;
at the present time, this module is also used as a basic man-machine interface for task
execution.

At the analog level, the Controllers and CAT Executive are linked together through a R-
Net network. R-Net is a custom product which is based on a global memory concept. Up to now.
it is interfaced with multibus-! computers, but in the near future, a station board will be available
as iSBX module. The mam features of R-Net are:

FlP-hke protocol;
very low transmission delay i .25 ms for e>4 bytes i;
supports synchronous traffic;
asynchronous communication channel implemented.

For symbolic exchanges, an Ethernet network connects the CAT Executive with the SPARTE
Interface. More advanced operator interfaces which are being built over the SPARTE language will
also benefit from this communication link.

The TAO-2 hardware is based on microprocessors oi the INTEL S6 family, except for
M)me ioint servoing and fast computing boards '.vhich «ere custom-designed. Additionally, .i
software environment for program loading and debugging in a distributed architecture i 1Aas
developped in ihe past years.

As cm be seen, our testbed is clearly oriented towards sophisticated remote tasks involving
master-slave servomanipulators which are particularly interesting for studying man-machine
interactions. Nevertheless, the contents of the next parts are applicable both to less complex remote
controlled manipulators or to telerobotic systems where the human has mainly to supervise the
execution oi automated sub-tasks.
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3. The SPARTE command language

SPARTE is a language dedicated to the specification of CAT behaviours. Such a language
is an essential part of TAO-2. but it must be stressed that SPARTE IS NOT a media for on-line
man-computer dialogue. On-line interactions are best achieved in a highly structured way using
specialized equipments (graphic screen, track-ball. ...). SPARTE rather establishes a sound basis for
building efficient interfaces.

From our point of view, the requirements of a CAT language are:
1. Since a CAT system implements master-slave behaviours rather than performs some actions

i as does a robot), such a language must be able to specify' an extended set of control modes
including manual, automatic, and mixed modes.

2. Hybrid modes are a key feature because the assistance provided to the human often takes the
shape of geometrical and force constraints superimposed over manual control.

?. As a task is generally performed with several control modes, some mechanismes for pacing
ihe execution of a predefined CAT behaviour sequence are needed.

4. On the other hand, off-line specification must be sufficiently flexible in order to allow the
operator to adjust on-line the predefined behaviours.

5. Learning by touching is an important aspect of CAT strategies.
In this context, the strategic decisions twether to select a manual or a mixed process, how to deal
with a given incident, how to switch from a manual strategy to an automatic one. ...» are made at
a hieher control layer which desirably builds a task-level dialogue with the human operator [Gravez
1986].

According to the above requirements. SPARTE describes a CAT behaviour as the
combination of several components:

a unilateral or bilateral control law initiated by an instruction labelled as fundamental which
decides of the command generators attached to each DOF of the slave arm: actually,
fundamental behaviours" are associated with the geometrical or dynamic constraints which

result from the analysis of the remote processes;
some "harmonic" parameters set by an adjustment, an activation/deactivation or a command
instruction: harmonic behaviours often answer to subtle needs (e.g. human comfort, slight
environment variations. ...) which must be mastered on-line.

These are completed by event management instructions which:
activate or deactivate the surveillance of an external event:
define the reaction of the system in case such an event occurs ( switch to the next programmed
CAT behaviour, initiate an exception procedure, send a message. ...).

The main goal of the SPARTE language is the programming of remote processes.
However, several instructions can be individually executed, even while a program is being
interpreted. Such inputs, called Direct Effect Instructions (DEI), allow the human operator to alter
on-line the CAT behaviours specified off-line. Within this execution-time adjustment, only harmonic
DEIs are permitted (as are the setting of some event watches i and. when executed, they
immediately modify the value of the associated parameters \\ hich were defined - often by default
- inside the program. Additionally, fundamental DEIs support the degraded operating procedure
where a CAT behaviour can be implemented without any prior programming.

4. Fundamental instructions

Fundamental behaviours are mutually exclusive and are initialed by SPARTE instructions
which execution ends at the occurrence of an external event (table 1). The language distinguishes
5 classes of fundamental behaviours:

The .nanual mode: at leasi one slave DOF is manually controlled and the main ending
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condition is "operator stop".

The automatic mode: at least one slave DOF is position-controlled following a computer
trajectory while the others are force-controlled or servoed according to a sensor-referenced loop.
For these behaviours, the ending event is generally "goal position achieved".

The compliant mode: all the slave DOFs are either force-controlled, sensor-servoed or locked.
Consequently, ending conditions must be explicitely defined using SPARTE instructions.

The waiting mode (i.e. wait for a specified event) and the initialisation mode.

As suggested above, several fundamental instructions can implement an hybrid control
scheme. Such an instruction is MANUAL which requires 3 6-boolean vector parameters dofin, doff
and dofs:

Jofm selects the DOFs controlled by the operator (at least one component of dofin must be
True >.
doff selects the force-controlled DOFs.
dofs selects the sensor-reference-controlled DOFs.

By default, an unspecified DOF is locked. Additionally, a DOF may be set true both in dofin and
dofs: in this case, the system implements a reflex control loop where sensor outputs are processed
in order to generate a force feedback sensation.

Considering the previous example, some essential parameters are clearly undefined. If an
harmonic instruction may provide the needed force value, a sensor configuration cannot be set or
adjusted on-line since this would require speciaiisi knowledge and might jeopardize the stability of
the control loop. We thus include inside SPARTE programs particular instructions called
configuration instructions which deal with parameters having the following characteristics:

they are difficult to evaluate.
they cannot be adjusted on-line.
they do not need to be updated for each new fundamental behaviour.

5. Harmonic and event management instructions

The SPARTE harmonic instructions can be functionally classified as shown below ( 1 or
2 examples are provided for each classes;:

master arm behaviour:
WSTJSDEXING Istater, while state - true, the master arm is disconnected from the slave
and can be moved singly:
MSTREALIGN: reset the kinematic configuration of the master arm in order to match it
with the slave one:

slave arm behaviour:
^ET SPEED ivaluer, adjust the speed of the sla\e end-effector lor automatic motions.
COSTJ3ATH i.state, distance valuer, activate >ir deactivate the continuous path opuon of
the slave manipulator traiectory generator:

coupling oi the master and slave arms:
SET FF RATIO i valuer, adjust the force feedback ratio;
WEIGHTSUPPRESSISG [Stater, acuvate or deactivate the weight suppression function;

tool operation:
FORCE GRIP ivaluer, close the gnpper and apply the specified force.

\
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Up to now. 17 different events can be watched by the system. Most of these watches are
set by dedicated instructions lex: sensor locking, time out. ...). but others are coupled with
fundamental or harmonic behaviours us mechanical stop and end of realignment).

f ••

6. Other SPARTE features

SPARTE offers other CAT-oriented capabilities which deserve some comments.

It embodies acquisition instructions for learning environment data (typ. 6-coordinate positions)
which may be subsequently used as program parameters.

A program part can be associated with a "manual take-over mode" which is less constrained
than the modes of the attached sequence. At execution-time, pressing a single key is sufficient
to switch to this take-over mode and then to resume the previous execution. This feature is
very usefull to deal with a lot of incidents, for example to correct a misalignment of the end-
effector during a tool operation with locked DOFs.

The programmer can also associate a program sequence with an exception procedure triggered
by the occurrence of an interrupt event. Such a procedure performs the actions needed for
putting the system in a safe and stable state. It ends by asking the operator to abort or resume
ihe execution (possibly after having initiated some DEI behaviours).

Several mechanismes are available to ease the monitoring of program executions. In particular,
confirmation instructions are used when switching from an automatic to a teleoperated
sequence. Their effects are to inform the operator about the next programmed behaviour and
to wait for a validation lor a refusal).

7. Conclusion

The mam idea underlying in this paper is that the decision-making process involved in
the achievement of a remote task is necessarily distributed both between man and machine and from
off-line preparation to on-line execution. Such a fact has important consequences wrt. the symbolic
oontrol of CAT systems and SPARTE attempts to take this distributed aspect into account. From
this point of view. SPARTE essential features are:

off-line task programming capabilities (specifying manual, automatic and mixed control modes):
on-line adjustment of the programmed behaviours (using Direct Effect Instructions):
specification of hybrid control modes:
management of external events:
"learning by touching" facilities.

Following the conceptual approach outlined above. 2 symbolic control modules mow under
development) complete the TAO-2 architecture (ligure 2i:

The first one is called the Supervision Module: It interprets task models created oil-line and
generates:

high level messages facilitating the monitoring of task execution:
sequences of CAT behaviours expressed in terms of SPARTE procedures:
task-oriented adjustment constraints which define the frame of on-line adjustment and
contribute to avoid conflicts with the lower control level.

The second module is the Adjustment Interface; its part is:
to inform the operator about the implemented behaviours:
to permit the adjustment of several control parameters according to the task constraints
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mentioned above and to physical constraints raised by the Executive Module own logic.
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